
 ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS
IMAGE SEQUENCE TUTORIAL

For  stop motion or animation sequences
 A beginners tutorial
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LAUNCHING AFTER EFFECTS

Start > All programmes > Adobe CS5 > Adobe After Effects CS5



CREATING A NEW COMPOSITION
Click NEW COMPOSITION in the middle of the welcome box



COMPOSITION SETTINGS:

Apply these settings for basic animations:

Preset: Custom
Width: 800
Height: 600
Frame Rate: 25 (We will change this later to match your desired rate)
Duration: Set at a length longer than your desired length (Again we will change this later)

Click OK



IMPORTING MEDIA:
Ensure media (jpegs, PNG’s TIFFS etc) is in the right numerical order i.e. fi le name 001 to 100  or 
in alphabetical order ( the animation will take this sequence )

When they are in the right order: 

File > Import > File  >

 



IMPORTING MEDIA:

Navigate to and select the fi rst fi le.

Ensure it is imported as footage and the SEQUENCE check box is selected.

This can be found in the lower left corner of the browser window.

CLICK OK

 



IMPORTED MEDIA:

Should show up in the left - above the time line in the lower portion of the screen.

 



IMPORTING MEDIA:

RIGHT CLICK imported sequence > Interpret Footage > Main

 



SETTING FRAME RATE OF FOOTAGE

Set to your desired frame rate, this should be no faster than 25 frames per second.

The lower the frame rate, the more shuttered the appearance of the animation will be.

CLICK OK

 



INSERTING MEDIA INTO TIME LINE

CLICK and DRAG footage into the time line at the bottom of the screen

 



RESIZING MEDIA

CLICK arrow next to footage. 
TRANSFORM >  SCALE > CLICK and DRAG percentage 

( image in CENTRE should change size) 

 



CHANGING COMPOSITION SETTINGS
to match imported media

CLICK OPTION MENU drop down at the to right of the time line window (see yellow circle) > SE-
LECT COMPOSITION SETTINGS 



COMPOSITION SETTINGS

Now we change the frame rate and duration to  match the media imported.

i.e.  12 frames per second and 4 seconds long (the duration of the animation)
 

CLICK OK



ADDING TO RENDER QUEUE

COMPOSITION > ADD TO RENDER QUEUE 



RENDERING
The bottom of the screen will now show the render queue.

Render Settings: Should remain as BEST SETTINGS
Output Module: LEFT CLICK ‘LOSSLESS’ to open its settings



RENDERING

CLICK on AVI and change to QUICKTIME

CLICK on FORMAT OPTIONS



RENDERING

Under VIDEO CODEC select H.264 from the drop down menu.

CLICK OK
 



RENDERING

Select NOT YET SPECIFIED.

RENDERING

Save As.



RENDERING

CLICK RENDER

When rendering orange bar will appear  at the top of the render queue.

When fi nished your fi le will appear where you saved it.  It can be played in QUICKTIME or VLC


